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Editorial

Watch outjor the British!
The American population has watched the antics of

government shutdown, proves that the federal govern

Newt Gingrich and the Republicans who support him

ment is an unnecessary institution.

with mounting disgust and fury. Many Americans are

Here we are getting closer to the neo-conservatives

rightly asking, "How dare these petty-minded fools

secret agenda. The real aim of Gingrich's policies, is

use the threat of bringing the United States government

not any specific bunch of demands, such as balancing

to a halt, in order to enforce a fundamental transforma

the budget, or cutting education, welfare, Medicare,

tion of government policy?"

state governments. It is a direct attack upon the United

adopted by Gingrich's Republican Congressional Cau

States government, and upon the viability of the United

cus, is their not-so-secret agenda. Considering that

States as a functioning nation.

President Clinton has also proposed a seven-year bal

In order to understand the secret agenda of the

anced-budget plan, there is obviously no major dis

neo-conservatives, it is essential to apply the principle

agreement on questions of fiscal policy.

of cui bono-who benefits? The question, once posed,

But there is a fundamental difference over the obli

is easily answered. It is those forces centered in the

gation of the federal government of the United States

House of Windsor, who have opposed the formation

to guarantee fundamental human rights to all citizens

of a republican United States of America, and who

(guarantees properly extended to residents as well). Is

have ever since conspired to effect its destruction.

the United States to remain a viable nation, a constitu

The ascendance of the principle of "states' rights"

tional republic, or will it instead sell out its birthright

would mean a reversal of the victory of the United

and adopt the fascist "Contract on America"? America

States in the Civil War, a return to a de facto existence

would become a nation of a small number of privileged

within the British Empire.

individuals and a great mass of poor-with barely

The British monarchy has never reconciled itself

enough food to eat or the money to keep a roof over

to losing its empire. British kings have openly fought

their heads.

wars against the United States, and they have been

This is a direct violation of the U.S. Constitution.

masters of irregular warfare. In this endeavor, since

Rather than protect the right of all Americans to "life,

the days of the infamous Benedict Arnold and Aaron

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness," poor Americans,

Burr, they have been aided and abetted by American

particularly those from minority groups, would be tar

traitors.

getted to become an underclass.

Whether or not Gingrich and his supporters fully

Is it an exaggeration to compare the Gingrich Re

understand the extent of their perfidy, the fact is that

publicans' attempt to blackmail the President of the

they are just as much agents of the British monarchy,

United States into abrogating his constitutional respon

of Prince Philip, as were Arnold and Burr.

sibilities, with the actions of a group of terrorists hold

The British Empire today is called the Common

ing innocent people hostage? In fact, their actions are

wealth, and it has, also, extensions into some of the

that much more culpable, because it is a whole people

wealthy families in the United States, in the Nether

whom they intend to hold hostage, the people of the

lands, the Benelux countries, in Germany, France,

United States of America and their posterity.

56

and Medicaid spending. Nor is it to hand power to

Even more important than the terrorist tactics

Italy, and so forth. These people are all part of this

These aspects of the situation are openly discussed.

complex of interrelated, wealthy, financier oligarchical

So, too, is their contempt for the federal government

families. They hate republican government and the

per se. Thus, Gingrich brags that the fact that the

existence of the nation-state. This is the secret of Newt

United States survived almost three weeks of a massive

Gingrich's agenda.
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